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DETAILED ACTION 

1.      This action is responsive to the following communications: RCE filed 10/22/2007. 

2.       Claims 1-65 are pending in the case. Claims 1, 32- 34. 45, 56-58, and 61-62 are the independent 
claims. 

Specification 

3.       In light of applicant's amendment to claims 35-44 and 65, the previous object is now moot. 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103 

4.      The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness 

rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set 
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and 
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the 
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. 
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made. 

The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1. 148 USPQ 459 (1966), 

that are applied for establishing a background for determining obviousness under 35 

. U.S.C. 103(a) are summarized as follows: 

1. Determining the scope and contents of the prior art. 
2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue. 
3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art. . 
4. Considering objective evidence present In the application indicating obviousness or 

nonobviousness. 

This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of the claims under 
35 U.S.C. 103(a), the examiner presumes that the subject matter of the various claims was 
commonly owned at the time any inventions covered therein were made absent any evidence to 
the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation under 37 CFR 1.56 to point out the inventor 
and invention dates of each claim that was not commonly owned at the time a later Invention was 
made in order for the examiner to consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. 103(c) and potential 35 
U.S.C. 102(e), (f) or (g) prior art under 35 U.S.C. 103(a). 
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5.       Claims 1-18, 20-65 are rejected under 35 U.S.C 103(a) as being unpatentable over Cadiz et 

a! (hereinafter Cadiz) U.S. Pub. No. 20020186257 published Dec. 12, 2002 and filed June 8, 

2001, in view of Miura et al. (hereinafter Miura) U.S. Patent No. 7246329 filed July 17,2001. 

In regard to Independent claim 1, Cadiz teaches a method of providing a modified context menu 

In place of an existing context menu in existing software, the method comprising: 

•   Providing a client-side software module for modifying an existing context menu, the 

client-side software module comprising additional menu information, the client-side 

software module being configured for: (Cadiz page 20, Para 0192 and Figure 5) Cadiz 

teaches a ticket wizard (module) that reside in the client that allows a user to modify a 

context sensitive menu. The sidebar container menu Is provided on the display as shown 

in figures 6-11. 

• Detecting an event that calls for display of the existing context menu (Cadiz Para 0193) Cadiz 

teaches the detection of an event to display an additional context menu to modify the sidebar 

components. 

Cadiz does not expressly teach 

• Subsequently modifying the existing context menu based on the additional menu information 

• Wherein the menu is existing menu Is not displayed in response to said event 

• Displaying the modified context menu; 

o  Wherein the modified context menu Is different than the existing context menu, the 

modified context menu comprising an additional menu item as part of the context menu, 

the additional menu item being positioned within the modified context menu in 

accordance with the additional menu information and not in accordance with the existing 

software 

Miura teaches a contextual menu modification system that allows the user to open a menu and 

then select a command to modify the menu, perform the modification and the system will 

subsequently display the modified menu (See column 17, lines 37-60 and column 19, lines 58-67 
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and column 20 , lines 3-37). Miura further teaches a dialog box (See figure 7) that provides for the 

customization of multiple menus (See also column 21, lines 4-45). Miura and Cadiz teach similar 

processes of allowing a user to select the menu items they wish to see. They also both teach 

contextually based menus. 

Accordingly, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the 

invention, having the teachings of Cadiz and Miura in front of them, to modify the system of Cadiz 

to include the menu customization of Miura. The motivation to combine Miura with Cadiz comes 

from the suggestion in Miura to provide improved techniques for managing menus (See column 3, 

lines 50-55 and column 19, lines 30-55) through the use of a menu filter specified by the user. 

With respect to dependent claim 2, Cadiz teaches the method the existing context menu 

comprising at least one existing menu item, the additional menu item being positioned above the 

existing menu item in the modified context menu (Cadiz Para 0107-0111 and 0179-0180). 

With respect to dependent claim 3, Cadiz teaches the method wherein the modified context 

menu comprises an icon displayed with the additional menu item (Cadiz figures 1 la-lib and 

Para 0176 and 0179-0180 and 0204). 

With respect to dependent claim 4, Cadiz teaches the method wherein the additional menu 

information comprises information related to an icon to be associated with the additional menu 

item (Cadiz figures 11a-1 lb and Para 0176 and 0179-0180 and 0204). 

With respect to dependent claim 5, Cadiz teaches the method wherein the additional menu item 

comprises at least one sub menu that comprises at least one additional sub menu item) Cadiz 

figure 7 and Para 0108 and 0200) 

With respect to dependent claim 6, Cadiz teaches the method wherein the client-side software 
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module is provided to a user computer, the user computer displaying a Web page, the Web page 

being divided into regions, the method further comprising determining in what region the user is 

interacting with the Web page when the event occurs (Cadiz Para 0096-0097 and 0176-0181 and 

0196-0207) 

With respect to dependent claim 7, Cadiz teaches the method further comprising selecting for 

display the additional menu item from a plurality of potential menu items based on the determined 

region (Cadiz figure 5 and 0192-0207) 

With respect to dependent claim 8, Cadiz teaches the method wherein the client-side software 

module is provided to a user computer, the user computer displaying a user interface, the method 

further comprising determining a location of the user interface at which the user is interacting with 

the user interface when the event occurs (Para 0193) 

With respect to dependent claim 9, Cadiz teaches the method further comprising selecting for 

display the additional menu item from a plurality of potential menu items based on the determined 

region (Cadiz Para 0196-0207). 

With respect to dependent claim 10, Cadiz teaches the method wherein the client-side software 

module is provided to a user computer, the user computer displaying a user interface, the user 

interface comprising a plurality of elements, the method further comprising determining which 

element of the plurality of elements the user is interacting with when the event occurs (Cadiz Para 

0176-0194). 

With respect to dependent claim 11, Cadiz teaches the method further comprising selecting for 

display the additional menu item from a plurality of potential menu items based on the determined 
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element (Para 0176-0194 and figure 5). 

With respect to dependent claim 12, Cadiz teaches the method further comprising selecting for 

display the additional menu item from a plurality of potential menu items based on the location of 

a user computer to which the client-side software module is provided (Para 0114) 

With respect to dependent claim 13, Cadiz teaches the method wherein the client-side software 

module is provided to a user computer, the user computer displaying a Web page, the Web page 

coniprising a plurality of elements, the method further comprising determining which element of 

the plurality of elements the user is interacting with when the event occurs(Cadiz Para 0096-0097 

and 0176-0181 and 0196-0207) 

With respect to dependent claim 14, Cadiz teaches the method further comprising selecting for 

display the additional menu item from a plurality of potential menu items based on the determined 

element(Para 0176-0194 and figure 5). 

With respect to dependent claim 15, Cadiz teaches the method wherein determining which 

element the user is interacting with comprises: identifying an element from the plurality of 

elements that comprise an HTML structure; determining a type of the element; saving information 

related to the element; detemnining when the user has selected text; and saving the selected text 

(Cadiz Para 0116 and 0185-0195 and figure 8b -8c). 

With respect to dependent claim 16, Cadiz teaches the method wherein identifying an element 

from the plurality of elements that make up the HTML structure, determining the type of the 

element, and saving information related to the element are repeated for elements above a first 

identified element in the HTML structure until an element above the first identified element is no 

longer valid (Cadiz Para 0211- 0212). 
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With respect to dependent claim 17, Cadiz teaches the method wherein the additional menu 

item is configured based on the saved information related to the element and the saved text 

(Cadiz Para 0091-0093). 

With respect to dependent claim 18, Cadiz teaches the method further comprising, prior to 

modifying the existing context menu, obtaining information related to the existing context menu 

(Cadiz Para 0091-0093). 

With respect to dependent claim 20, Cadiz teaches the method wherein the client-side software 

module comprises a control that operates with the browser (Cadiz Para 0095-0097). 

With respect to dependent claim 21, Cadiz teaches the method wherein the control is 

implemented using an ActiveX control (Cadiz Para 0096-0097). 

With respect to dependent claim 22, Cadiz teaches the method further comprising providing the 

additional menu item as part of a general feed including button characteristics of a plurality of 

buttons for a downloadable toolbar, wherein the downloadable toolbar receives the additional 

menu item as a button that is not displayed (Cadiz Para 0211-0212 and Figures 5-13). 

With respect to dependent claim 23, Cadiz teaches the method wherein the providing of the 

additional menu item is performed by a server (Cadiz Para 0055-0057 and Para 0083). 

With respect to dependent claim 24, Cadiz teaches the method the modifying the existing 

context menu comprising adding the additional menu item to the existing context menu using an 

application-programming interface (Para 0116-0117). 
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With respect to dependent claim 25, Cadiz teaches the method wherein an Internet content 

provider maintains for a user a user account comprising user account information, and the 

modified context menu is configured based on the user account information (Cadiz Para 0165). 

With respect to dependent claim 26, Cadiz teaches the method further comprising selecting for 

display the additional menu item from a plurality of potential menu items based on the user 

account information (Cadiz Para 0114 and 0165). 

With respect to dependent claim 27, Cadiz teaches the method further comprising providing the 

user with the ability to log in to the content provider (Cadiz Para 0114 and 0165). 

With respect to dependent claim 28, Cadiz teaches the method wherein the selecting for display 

the additional menu item is determined by the content provider based upon the user account 

information such that the selection of the additional menu item is personalized in accordance with 

preferences of the user (Cadiz Para 0114 and 0165). 

With respect to dependent claim 29, Cadiz teaches the method wherein the user account 

information is maintained by the content provider, independent of a first computer having a first 

browser that the user utilizes, such that the selection of the additional menu item remains 

personalized when the user utilizes a second computer having a second browser (Cadiz Para 

0114 and 0165), 

With respect to dependent claim 30, Cadiz teaches the method wherein the personalization of 

the selection of the additional menu item is based upon the location of the first computer, when 

the user utilizes the first computer, and is based upon the location of the second computer, when 

the user utilizes the second computer, such that the selection of the additional menu item is 
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modified based upon a location of a computer utilized by the user (Para 0112-0116). 

With respect to dependent claim 31, Cadiz teaches the method wherein the modified context 

menu is configured based on a detected location at which the user is utilizing the existing 

software (Cadiz Figures 5-13) Cadiz shows the user can add a sidebar item to the display and 

arrange the items to their desire. 

In regard to Independent claim 32, Cadiz teaches a method of providing a modified context 

menu in place of an existing context menu in existing software, the method comprising controlling 

an Internet browser user interface displayable by an Internet browser on a display of a computer, 

and enabling a user of the computer and Internet browser to access and navigate the Internet 

and to receive and display one or more Web pages from one or more Internet sites, including the 

display of a Web page from a predetermined Internet site, the Internet browser having at least 

one Internet browser toolbar having at least one toolbar button providing predetermined 

functionality to the user of the computer and Internet browser (See figures 5-13 and Para 0096- 

0097), the method comprising: 

Providing, at the predetermined Internet site, access to a client-side software module for 

controlling the Internet browser interface (Para 0112-0018) and making available for downloading 

by the predetermined Internet site the client-side software module for causing the display of a 

user toolbar that, by virtue of its being downloaded, makes additional functionality that is not part 

of the Internet browser prior to download available to the user after download (Para 0112-0018), 

such that once the user toolbar is displayed the user toolbar remains displayed and the additional 

functionality remains available to the user regardless of a subsequent Internet site to which the 

Internet browser is caused to navigate after download (Para 0091-0097); 

The client-side software module being configured for: detecting an event that requires 

display of a context menu; 

Cadiz does not expressly teach 
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o   Subsequently modifvinQ the existing context menu based on the additional menu 

information 

o  Wherein the menu is existing menu is hot displayed in response to said event 

o   Displaying the modified context menu; 

o   Wherein the modified context menu is different than the existing context menu, the 

modified context menu comprising an additional menu item as part of the context menu, 

the additional menu item being positioned within the modified context menu in 

accordance wth the additional menu information and not in accordance with the existing 

software 

Miura teaches a contextual menu modification system that allows the user to open a menu and 

then select a command to modify the menu, perform the modification and the system will 

subsequently display the modified menu (See column 17, lines 37-60 and column 19, lines 58-67 

and column 20 , lines 3-37). Miura further teaches a dialog box (See figure 7) that provides for the 

customization of multiple menus (See also column 21, lines 4-45). Miura and Cadiz teach similar 

processes of allowing a user to select the menu items they wish to see. They also both teach 

contextually based menus. 

Accordingly, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the 

invention, having the teachings of Cadiz and Miura in front of them, to modify the system of Cadiz 

to include the menu customization of Miura. The motivation to combine Miura with Cadiz comes 

from the suggestion in Miura to provide improved techniques for managing menus (See column 3, 

lines 50-55 and column 19, lines 30-55) through the use of a menu filter specified by the user. 

In regard to Independent claim 33, Cadiz teaches a method of controlling an Internet 

browser interface displayable by an Internet browser on a display of a computer, and 

enabling a user of the computer and Internet browser to access and navigate the Internet and 
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to receive and display on the computer display one or more Web pages from one or more 

Internet sites (Para 0091-0097). comprising: 

• Providing, at a predetermined Internet site, access to a program for controlling the 

Internet browser interface and making available for downloading by the 

predetermined Internet site, a file for causing the display of a persistent user toolbar, 

the user toolbar making additional functionality that is not part of the Internet browser 

prior to download available to the user after download as part of the Internet browser 

interface, the additional functionality (Para 0176-0194) Cadiz teaches the toolbar 

ticketsA/iewers are downloadable to a device and are part of a browser based 

application comprising: 

• Detecting an event that requires display of a context menu; modifying the existing 

context menu based on additional menu information; and displaying the modified 

context menu; wherein the modified context menu is different than the existing 

context menu, the modified context menu comprising an additional menu item as part 

of the context menu, the additional menu item being positioned within the.modified 

context menu in accordance with the additional menu information and not in 

accordance with the existing software (Para 0176-0194 and figures 5-13). Cadiz 

teaches the user can drag a drop a new ticket that comprises a menu item to be 

added to the toolbar, onto the sidebar and add a service that was not on the toolbar 

previously and will be stored in the user's profile. The user can also add sub-menu 

items where the information in the ticket comprises instructions on how the 

information in the menu is to be displayed. When a user adds a new e-mail contact 

or adds a new service, Cadiz teaches the interface adds a ticket that modifies the 

overall menu toolbar displayed to the user in the area that the user chooses to enter 

the new service. 
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In regard to claims 34-44,65, clainfis 34-44. 65 reflect the computer readable code comprising 

computer readable instructions for performing the methods steps of claims 1-9 and 15-16, 

respectively, and therefore are rejected along the same rationale. With respect to claim 65, Cadiz 

teaches the toolbar of the application is downloadable as the ticket/viewer and container 

combinations can exist on a network and can be pushed to the client machine (See Para 0084, 

0098-0099) 

In regard to claims 45-55, claims 45-55 reflect the computer readable code comprising computer 

readable instructions for performing the methods steps of claims 1-9 and 15-16. respectively, and 

therefore are rejected along the same rationale. 

In regard to Independent claim 56, Cadiz teaches a method of providing a modified context 

menu in place of an existing context menu in existing software, the method comprising: 

• Providing, to a user computer displaying a Web page comprising a plurality of 

elements, a client-side software module for modifying an existing context menu, the 

existing context menu comprising at least one existing menu item, the client-side 

software module comprising additional menu information, the client-side software 

module being configured for: detecting an event that requires a context menu (Para 

0112-0018) Cadiz teaches a browser based toolbar that contains a plurality of items 

that are menu items. Cadiz teaches the user can add a menu item on the toolbar in 

the location that they choose. 

• Modifying the existing context menu based on the additional menu information (Cadiz 

Para 0077-0082 and 0112-0115) Cadiz teaches the user adds a new ticket to an 

existing context based menu bar. 
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• Identifying an element from the plurality of elements that comprise an HTML 

structure; determining a type of the element; saving information related to the 

element; determining when the user has selected text (Cadiz Para 0077-0078) 

• ' Saving the selected text; wherein identifying an element from the plurality of elements 

that make up the HTML structure, determining the type of the element, and saving 

information related to the element are repeated for elements above a first identified 

element in the HTML structure until an element above the first identified element is 

no longer valid and wherein the additional menu item is configured based on the 

saved information related to the element and the saved text (Cadiz Para 0077-0082) 

Cadiz teaches the DHTML tickets that are saved on a database to be accessed by 

the ticket manager to be presented to the user interface. Cadiz teaches the ticket 

information can be dynamic and updateable within the ticket (See Para 0164-0169) 

and where tickets can automatically be added to the toolbar based on the user's 

selections. 

Cadiz does not expressly teach 

• Subsequently modifvina the existing context menu based on the additional menu information 

• Wherein the menu is existing menu is not disolaved in response to said event. 

• Displaying the modified context menu; 

o  Wherein the modified context menu is different than the existing context menu, the 

modified context menu comprising an additional menu item as part of the context menu, 

the additional menu item being positioned within the modified context menu in 

accordance with the additional menu information and not in accordance with the existing 

software 

Miura teaches a contextual menu modification system that allows the user to open a menu and 

then select a command to modify the menu, perform the modification and the system will 

subsequently display the modified menu (See column 17. lines 37-60 and column 19, lines 58-67 

and column 20 . lines 3-37). Miura further teaches a dialog box (See figure 7) that provides for the 
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customization of multiple menus (See also column 21, lines 4-45). Miura and Cadiz teach similar 

processes of allowing a user to select the menu items they wish to see. They also both teach 

contextually based menus. 

Accordingly, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of 

the invention, having the teachings of Cadiz and Miura in front of them, to modify the system of 

Cadiz to include the menu customization of Miura. The motivation to combine Miura with Cadiz 

comes from the suggestion in Miura to provide improved techniques for managing menus (See 

column 3, lines 50-55 and column 19, lines 30-55) through the use of a menu filter specified by 

the user. 

In regard to Independent claim 57, Cadiz teaches a method of providing to a user, by an Internet content 

provider, a modified context menu in place of an existing context menu in existing software, the method 

comprising: 

• Providing the user with the ability to log in to the content provider (Para 0165) 

• Maintaining for the user a user account comprising user account information, providing a 

client-side software module for modifying an existing context menu, the client-side 

software module comprising additional menu information and being configured for: 

detecting an event that requires display of a context menu (See Para 0164-0169) Cadiz 

teaches the user profile roams to the specific device and based on the profile the device 

the appropriate ticket/viewer will be presented. 

• Selecting for display the additional menu item from a plurality of potential menu items 

based on the user account information such that the selection is personalized in 

accordance with preferences of the user (See Cadiz Para 0087). 

Cadiz does not expressly teach 

• Subsequently modifying the existing context menu based on the additional menu information 

• Wherein the menu is existing menu is not displayed in response to said event. 

• Displaying the modified context menu; 
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o   Wherein the modified context menu is different than the existing context menu, the 

modified context menu comprising an additional menu item as part of the context menu, 

the additional menu item being positioned within the modified context menu in 

accordance with the additional menu information and not in accordance with the existing 

software 

Miura teaches a contextual menu modification system that allows the user to open a menu and 

then select a command to modify the menu, perform the modification and the system will 

subsequently display the modified menu (See column 17, lines 37-60 and column 19, lines 58-67 

and column 20 , lines 3-37). Miura further teaches a dialog box (See figure 7) that provides for the 

customization of multiple menus (See also column 21, lines 4-45). Miura and Cadiz teach similar 

processes of allowing a user to select the menu items they wish to see. They also both teach 

contextually based menus. 

Accordingly, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the 

invention, having the teachings of Cadiz and Miura in front of them, to modify the system of 

Cadiz to include the menu customization of Miura. The motivation to combine Miura with 

Cadiz comes from the suggestion in Miura to provide improved techniques for managing 

menus (See column 3, lines 50-55 and column 19, lines 30-55) through the use of a menu 

filter specified by the user. 

In regard to Independent claim 58, Cadiz teaches a method of providing a modified context 

menu in place of an existing context menu in existing software, the method comprising: 

accessing additional menu information; detecting an event that requires display of a context 

menu; modifying the existing context menu based on the additional menu information; and 

displaying the modified context menu; wherein the modified context menu is different than the 

existing context menu, the modified context menu comprising an additional menu item as part 

of the context menu, the additional menu item being positioned within the modified context 

menu in accordance with the additional menu information and not in accordance with the 
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existing software(Para 0012-0015 and 0164-0169). Cadiz teaches a mechanism to add a 

context menu to a sidebar to be included within an existing set of context menus (See 0104- 

0111). The new menu can be any type of information that the user desires to monitor (See 

0192-0195) and once the user chooses to add the ticket and drags and drops the ticket on 

the toolbar the ticket is added and the information related to the ticket is retrieved. The ticket 

describes how the information is to be displayed and not the container in which the ticket is 

added. 

With respect to dependent claim 59, Cadiz teaches a method the existing context menu 

comprising at least one existing menu item, the additional menu item being positioned above 

the existing menu item in the modified context menu (Cadiz Para 0107-0111 and 0179-0180). 

With respect to dependent claim 60, Cadiz teaches a method wherein the modified context 

menu comprises an icon displayed with the additional menu item (Cadiz figures 11a-11b and 

Para 0176 and 0179-0180 and 0204. 

In regard to Independent claim 61, Cadiz teaches a method of providing an additional menu 

item for inclusion in a context menu of one or more existing menu items, the method 

comprising: providing information regarding position of the additional menu item within the 

context menu, the additional menu item not being an existing menu item; and making the 

additional menu item available to be displayed to a user as part of the context menu in 

accordance with the information regarding position (Para 0176-0181) Cadiz teaches the 

tickets can be displayed, arranged and dropped In any configuration the user desires. 

Further, Cadiz teaches the location within the toolbar can be locked or fixed, which is a 

position indicator. 

Cadiz does not expressly teach 

•   Subsequently modifyino the existing context menu based on the additional menu information 
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• Wherein the menu is existing menu is not displayed in response to said event. 

• Displaying the modified context menu; 

Miura teaches a contextual menu modification system that allows the user to open a menu and 

then select a command to modify the menu, perform the modification and the system will 

subsequently display the modified menu (See column 17. lines 37-60 and column 19. lines 58-67 

and column 20 , lines 3-37). Miura further teaches a dialog box (See figure 7) that provides for the 

customization of multiple menus (See also column 21, lines 4-45). Miura and Cadiz teach similar 

processes of allowing a user to select the menu items they wish to see. They also both teach 

contextually based menus. 

Accordingly, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention, 

having the teachings of Cadiz and Miura in front of them, to modify the system of Cadiz to include the 

menu customization of Miura. The motivation to combine Miura with Cadiz comes from the suggestion in 

Miura to provide Improved techniques for managing menus (See column 3. lines 50-55 and column 19. 

lines 30-55) through the use of a menu filter specified by the user. 

In regard to Independent claim 62, Cadiz teaches a method of providing an additional menu item for 

inclusion in a context menu of one or more existing menu items, the method comprising: providing 

additional menu information regarding the additional menu item, the additional menu item not being an 

existing menu item; receiving context menu information related to the existing menu items; modifying the 

context menu information based on the additional menu information; and making the additional menu item 

available to be displayed to a user as. part of the context menu (Para 0012-0015 and 0164-0169). Cadiz 

teaches a mechanism to add a context menu to a sidebar to be included within an existing set of context 

menus (See 0104-0111). The new menu can be any type of information that the user desires to monitor 

(See 0192-0195) and once the user chooses to add the ticket and drags and drops the ticket on the 

toolbar the ticket is added and the information related to the ticket is retrieved. 

Cadiz does not expressly teach 

• Subseouentlv modifying the existing context menu based on the additional menu information 

• Wherein the menu is existing menu is not displayed in response to said event. 
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•   Displaying the modified context menu instead of the existing menu; 

Miura teaches a contextual menu modification system that allows the user to open a menu and 

then select a command to modify the menu, perform the modification and the system will 

subsequently display the modified menu instead of the existing menu (See column 17, lines 37- 

60 and column 19, lines 58-67 and column 20 , lines 3-37). Miura further teaches a dialog box 

(See figure 7) that provides for the customization of multiple menus (See also column 21, lines 4- 

45). Miura and Cadiz teach similar processes of allowing a user to select the menu items they 

wish to see. They also both teach contextually based menus. 

Accordingly, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of 

the invention, having the teachings of Cadiz and Miura in front of them, to modify the system of 

Cadiz to include the menu customization of Miura. The motivation to combine Miura with Cadiz 

comes from the suggestion in Miura to provide improved techniques for managing menus (See 

column 3, lines 50-55 and column 19, lines 30-55) through the use of a menu filter specified by 

the user. 

With respect to dependent claim 63 Cadiz teaches a method wherein the additional menu 

information comprises information'regarding position of the additional menu item relative to the 

existing menu items within the existing context menu (Cadiz Para 0107-0111 and 0179-0180). 

With respect to dependent claim 64, Cadiz teaches a method further comprising: determining 

that a context menu is to be displayed; in response to determining the context menu is to be 

displayed, accessing context menu information related to the existing context menu (Para 0084- 

0088). 

It is noted that any citation to specific, pages, columns, lines, or figures in the prior art 
references and any interpretation of the references should not be considered to be limiting 
in any way. A reference is relevant for all it contains and may be relied upon for all that it 
would have reasonably suggested to one having ordinary skill in the art. In re Heck, 699 
F.2d 1331,1332-33,216 USPQ 1038,1039 (Fed. Cir. 1983) (quoting In re Lemelson, 397 F.2d 
1006,1009,158 USPQ 275, 277 (CCPA 1968)). 
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6. Claims 19 is rejected under 35 U.S.C 103(a) as being unpatentable over Cadiz et al 

(hereinafter Cadiz) U.S. Pub. No. 20020186257 published Dec. 12,2002 and filed June 8, 

2001. 

With respect to dependent claim 19, as indicated in the above discussion, Cadiz teaches every 

element of claim 18. 

Cadiz does not expressly teach the method wherein the obtaining comprises subclassing a 

browser window. However, this limitation would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the 

art at the time of the invention, in view of Cadiz, because Cadiz teaches that a derived interface 

contract is established with the active-x servers in which a tickets viewer can access the tickets 

XML files via an internee. The ticket interface is a COM interface between the container and the 

ticket viewer server, which provides an interface to each viewer A derived interface contract, in 

the examiners interpretation, is a sub-classed browser mechanism if the interface runs within a 

browser and intercepts messages to and from the server without interfering with the other 

components within the toolbar or the display (See 0095-0097 and 0116-0117), 

Response to Arguments 

7. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1-65 have been considered but are moot in view of 

the new ground(s) of rejection. 

Conclusion 

The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's disclosure. 

U.S. Patent No. 5598522 to Inatomi, which discloses a system, that allows for the customization 

of a context menu on a graphical object. 
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Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from tlie examiner should 

be directed to Steven B. Theriault whose telephone number is (571) 272-5867. The examiner can 

normally be reached on M, W, F 10:00AM - 8:00 PM. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's supervisor, 

Weilun Lo can be reached on (571) 272-4847. The fax phone number for the organization where this 

application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300. 

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent Application 

Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications may be obtained from 

either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished applications is available through 

Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto,gov. Should 

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) 

at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative 

or access to the automated information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272- 

1000. 

/Steven B Theriault/ 
Patent Examiner 
Art Unit 2179 


